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• Total Functioning Labs in Pakistan
• Total Testing Capacity
• Testing Conducted Last 24 hrs

-

147
73,332
34,239
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1.

International
a.
US FDA's chief has apologized for overselling plasma's benefits as a
World Bank (WB) President David Malpass has said that he is seeking board
approval for a $12 billion coronavirus vaccine financing plan to help poor
and developing countries.
b.

India's COVID-19 tally surged to 6.23 million after reporting 80,472 new cases
in the last 24 hours.

c.

Britain reports over 7,000 cases for second day in a row.

d.

Study of Moderna Inc's coronavirus vaccine candidate in older adults has shown
that it produces virus-neutralizing antibodies at levels similar to those seen in
younger adults.

e.

New York City's Mayor has cautioned to fine anyone caught in public without a
mask.

f.

Saudi Arabia's official data shows that its economy shrank by 7% in the second
quarter while unemployment hit a record high of 15.4 %.

g.

Walt Disney Co said it would lay off at least 28,000 employees as its flagship
California theme park remains closed during the pandemic.

2.

National
a.

WHO chief has appreciated Pakistan’s strategy against COVID-19 which
according to him not only stemmed the spread of virus but also allowed country’s
economy to recover amid pandemic.

b.

PM Imran khan has urged rich countries to create $500 bn fund to support
developing countries.

c.

Federal Minister for Education has visited different schools in Islamabad to
review the implementation of standard operating procedures.

d.

SAPM Health has emphasized that smart lockdown, contact tracing and
following health protocols is essential for containing the spread of the virus.

e.

Sindh Health Department has asked Karachi police and DCs, to ensure strict
implementation of SOPs to contain COVID and impose a ‘micro smart
lockdown’ in affected areas to prevent the virus from spreading further.

f.

Few Restaurants in Karachi's South district have been sealed for violating
SOPs.

